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Abstract: In this paper, the stabilization problem with closed-loop domain of attraction (DOA) enlargement for discrete-time gen-
eral nonlinear plants is solved. First, a sufficient condition for asymptotic stabilization and estimation of the closed-loop DOA is
given. It shows that, for a given Lyapunov function, the negative-definite and invariant set in the state-control space is a stabilizing
controller set and its projection along the control space to the state space can be an estimate of the closed-loop DOA. Then, an
algorithm is proposed to approximate the negative-definite and invariant set for the given Lyapunov function, in which an interval
analysis algorithm is used to find an inner approximation of sets as precise as desired. Finally, a solvable optimization problem is
formulated to enlarge the estimate of the closed-loop DOA by selecting an appropriate Lyapunov function from a positive-definite
function set. The proposed method try to find a unstructured controller set (namely, the negative-definite and invariant set) in the
state-control space rather than design parameters of a structured controller in traditional synthesis methods.
1 Introduction
Stabilization is one of the fundamental problems in the control sci-
ence. For nonlinear plants, due to the difficulty to achieve the global
stabilization, the domain of attraction (DOA) of the closed-loop
system requires extensive investigation.
DOA is an invariant set characterizing asymptotically stabiliz-
able area around the equilibrium, from which all state trajectories
emanating converge to the equilibrium [3, 21, 22]. It is well known
that DOA plays an important role both in analysis and synthesis. In
analysis, considering the autonomous systems, several efforts have
been made in estimating the DOA. As summarized in [22], existing
methods involve maximal Lyapunov functions [19, 21], composi-
tions of Lyapunov functions [17], invariance principle approach [9],
trajectory reverse approach [7], occupation measure approach [10],
etc.. In synthesis, a few efforts have been made in simultaneously
designing the controller and enlarging the estimate of the DOA of
the closed-loop. For the state-quadratic and input-linear-saturating
plant, [18] derives a LMI-based optimization problem for computing
the state feedback gains maximizing the estimate of the closed-
loop DOA. For the polynomial nonlinear plant with affine inputs,
[4] designs a polynomial feedback controller enlarging the estimate
of the closed-loop DOA by solving a generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem. For the rational polynomial nonlinear plant, [20] proposes a
sum-of-squares programming based optimization problem to design
a controller enlarging the estimate of the closed-loop DOA. For the
nonlinear plant with affine inputs, [16] develops an optimization
strategy based on a multidimensional gridding approach and [6] con-
structs a second-order sliding-mode control algorithm, both which
provide the enlarged estimate of the closed-loop DOA. For the gen-
eral nonlinear plant, [5] presents a switching logic combining two
output feedback controllers (one renders the closed-loop locally sta-
ble and the other provides ultimate boundedness with large DOA)
to enlarge the closed-loop DOA. It is assumed that the two pre-
designed stabilizing controllers with bounded DOA are known. For
the discrete-time general nonlinear plant, [13] proposes a method
to find a stabilization controller set and an enlarged estimate of the
closed-loop DOA, which is based on the random sampling and set
griding technique.
However, aforementioned works about synthesis, except [5] and
[13], only consider specific nonlinear plants rather than general
nonlinear plants, such as polynomial nonlinearity, rational poly-
nomial nonlinearity or affine nonlinearity. The drawback of [5] is
that the two predesigned stabilizing controllers with bounded DOA
are required, while there is no systematic method designing such
controllers. The drawbacks of [13] include: 1) due to the random
sampling and set griding technique approximating sets, there is
no quantitative analysis result about set estimation errors; 2) the
invariant of the estimate of DOA is guaranteed by the level-set of
the Lyapunov function, which in general leads to a conservative
estimate.
In this paper, considering discrete-time general nonlinear plants,
the stabilization with closed-loop DOA enlargement is solved. First,
a sufficient condition for asymptotic stabilization and estimation of
the closed-loop DOA is given, which describes the principle of Lya-
punov method from a new point of view. It shows that, for a given
Lyapunov function, the negative-definite and invariant set in the
state-control space is a stabilizing controller set (namely, any con-
troller belonging to this set can asymptotically stabilize the plant)
and its projection along the control space to the state space can
be an estimate of the closed-loop DOA. Then, an algorithm is pro-
posed to approximate the negative-definite and invariant set for the
given Lyapunov function, in which the Set Inversion Via Interval
Analysis (SIVIA) algorithm is used to find an inner approximation
of sets. The SIVIA algorithm is one of the basic tools in interval
analysis approach, which is a kind of numerical method to approx-
imate sets of interest as precise as desired [11]. Finally, a solvable
optimization problem is formulated to enlarge the estimate of the
closed-loop DOA by selecting an appropriate Lyapunov function
from a positive-definite function set.
For the discrete-time general nonlinear stabilization problem with
the closed-loop DOA enlargement, the contributions of this paper
include:
• A new synthesis method for discrete-time nonlinear systems is
proposed, which utilize the principle of Lyapunov method from a
new point of view. Its central concept is the negative-definite and
invariant set in the state-control space. Rather than design parame-
ters of a structured controller in traditional synthesis methods, our
method try to find a unstructured controller set in the state-control
space, namely, the negative-definite and invariant set.
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• The SIVIA algorithm, one of basic tools in interval analysis,
is introduced to obtain an inner approximation of the negative-
definite and invariant set, which can guarantee the convergence of
the estimation of sets and the desired approximation precision.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a
sufficient condition for asymptotic stabilization and estimation of
the closed-loop DOA is given, in which the negative-definite and
invariant set plays an important role. In Section 3, based on theo-
retical result in the preceding section, the stabilization problem with
the closed-loop DOA enlargement is solve by using interval anal-
ysis approach to estimate the negative-definite and invariant set. In
Section 4, the simulation result is presented. The conclusion is drawn
in Section 5.
Notation: For a vector x ∈ Rn, x(i) represents the i-th ele-
ment of x, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. For two vectors x ∈ Rn and u ∈ Rm,
w = (x;u) represents a new vector in Rn+m. [w] ⊂ Rn+m rep-
resents a box belonging to Rn+m (e.g., a rectangular region when
n+m = 2). W ⊂ Rn+m represents an arbitrary compact subset
of Rn+m. Wˆ represents an approximation of W by covering W
with non-overlapping boxes in a set of boxes (there is no ambiguity
when Wˆ is viewed as a set of boxes or the unions of boxes accord-
ing to contents). For a set W ⊂ Rn+m, proj(W) ⊂ Rn denotes the
orthogonal projection of W along Rm to Rn.
2 Negative-definite and invariant set in
state-control space
Consider the nonlinear discrete-time system
x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k)) , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , (1)
where x(k) ∈ Rn is the state, u(k) ∈ Rm is the control input and
f : Rn × Rm → Rn is a continuous function in both arguments
satisfying 0 = f(0, 0) and that its linearization at the origin is
controllable.
Our control objective is to find a nonlinear feedback controller µ :
R
n → Rm such that the closed-loop x(k + 1) = f(x(k), µ(x(k)))
is asymptotically stable at x = 0 and that the estimate of the closed-
loop DOA is as large as possible.
In this section, a sufficient condition for asymptotic stabilization
and estimation of the closed-loop DOA is present, which describes
the principle of Lyapunov method from a new point of view.
2.1 Negative-definite set in state-control space
For plant (1), we omit time instant k and let x+, x and u denote
x(k + 1), x(k) and u(k), respectively. Then the dynamic of plant (1)
can be represented as a hyper-surface Π in (2n+m)-dimensional
space, which is defined as
Π =
{
(x+;x;u) ∈ R
2n+m
∣∣∣x+ = f(x, u)
}
. (2)
For a given positive-definite function L : Rn → R, which satisfies
L(0) = 0 and L(x) > 0,∀x ∈ R/{0}, a subset ΠN(L) of Π can be
defined as
ΠN(L) =
{
(x+; x;u) ∈ Π
∣∣∣L(x+)− L(x) < 0
}
. (3)
Noting that x+ denotes the future state at the next time instant
and x denotes the current state, it is obvious that any point
(x+;x;u) ∈ ΠN(L) makes the difference of the positive-definite
function L(x(k)) is negative-definite. Hence, the subset ΠN(L) ⊂
R
2n+m of the hyper-surface Π is called the negative-definite set
of plant (1) for L. For purpose of designing controller, projecting
ΠN(L) along the future state space onto the state-control space, we
get the negative-definite setWN(L) in the state-control space, which
is defined as follows.
Definition 1. A subset WN(L) of the state-control space is said to
be a negative-definite set of plant (1) for the positive-definite function
L : Rn → R if
WN(L) =
{
(x;u) ∈ Rn+m
∣∣∣L(f(x, u))− L(x) < 0}. (4)
In general, the negative-definite set WN(L) is unbounded and
open. The unboundedness is obvious from (4). The openness is due
to that the boundary {(x;u)|L(f(x, u))− L(x) = 0} ofWN(L) is
not a subset of WN(L).
From Definition 1, it is straightforward that the differ-
ence of L(x(k)) is negative-definite at k if (x(k);u(k)) ∈
WN(L),∀(x(k);u(k)) 6= 0 ∈ R
n+m. Based on this, one may con-
clude that the closed-loop is asymptotically stable for all initial
states in proj(WN(L)) ⊂ R
n if the controller µ satisfies ∀x ∈
proj(WN(L)), (x;µ(x)) ∈WN(L), where proj(WN) ⊂ R
n rep-
resents the projection of WN(L) along the control space to the state
space. Unfortunately, this conclusion is wrong. Because it can not be
guaranteed that the state is still in proj(WN(L)) at k + 1. Once the
state is outside of proj(WN(L)), the condition that the difference of
L(x(k)) is negative-definite is no longer satisfied. This problem can
be solved if an invariant subset of WN(L) could be found, in which
any point (x;u) can guarantee that the future state f(x, u) is still in
proj(WN(L)). This gives rise to the definition of the invariant set in
the state-control space.
2.2 Invariant set in state-control space
For an autonomous system fa : R
n → Rn, a setXI ⊂ R
n is defined
to be invariant [2] if ∀x ∈ XI, fa(x) ∈ XI. For plant (1), a set XI ⊂
R
n is defined to be control invariant [2] if ∀x ∈ XI, there exists a
control input u ∈ Rm such that f(x, u) ∈ XI. In literatures, both
the invariant set and the control invariant set are defined in the state
space and well researched [1, 2, 15]. Here, for purpose of designing
controller, we define the invariant set in the state-control space as the
following.
Definition 2. A setWI ⊂ R
n+m is said to be invariant for plant (1)
if
WI =
{
(x;u) ∈ Rn+m
∣∣∣f(x, u) ∈ proj(WI)
}
, (5)
where proj(WI) represents the projection of WI along the control
space to the state space.
In order to find an invariant subset WI of the interested region in
the state-control space, we define a new mapping between subsets of
R
n+m as follows.
Definition 3. ForW ⊂ Rn+m, mapping I is defined as
I(W) =
{
w ∈ W
∣∣∣f(w) ∈ proj(W)}. (6)
where proj(W) represents the orthogonal projection ofW along the
control space to the state space.
Remark 1. Mapping I is similar with the mapping C defined in
(11) of [1], which is defined for the plants with disturbance. For
W ⊂ Rn+m, its non-disturbance version is
C(proj(W)) =
{
w ∈ W
∣∣∣f(w) ∈ proj(W)}. (7)
From (6) and (7), it is obvious that the fundamental principles of
mappings I and C are same. The only difference is that I maps
subsets of the state-control space into subsets of the state-control
space, while C maps subsets of the state space into subsets of the
state-control space.
The composition of mapping I with itself i times is denoted by
Ii. Mapping I has the following property.
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Proposition 1. For any compact set W ⊂ Rn+m, set limit
I∞(W) = limi→∞ I
i(W) =
⋂∞
i=1 I
i(W) exists and is invariant
for plant (1).
Proof: From the definition of mapping I, we have
Ii+1(W) =
{
w ∈ Ii(W)
∣∣∣f(w) ∈ proj(Ii(W))} (8)
According to (8), it is obvious that {Ii(W)} is a monotonically
decreasing sequence of sets in the sense that Ii+1(W) ⊂ Ii(W) for
all i ≥ 1. Moreover, Ii(W) is a compact set for all i ≥ 1. Hence,
the set limit of Ii(W) exists (see [23], page 111).
Again, from (8), we have
∀w ∈ Ii+1(W), f(w) ∈ proj(Ii(W)).
When i tends to infinite, because the set limit of Ii(W) exists, it
follows that
∀w ∈ I∞(W), f(w) ∈ proj(I∞(W)),
which means that set I∞(W) satisfies Definition 2. Thus I∞(W)
is invariant for plant (1). 
From Proposition 1, we know that if the mapping I is applied to
any initial compact subsetW of the state-control space infinite times,
then an invariant subset ofW can be obtained. Hence, it is possible to
use the mapping I to find an invariant subset of the negative-definite
set WN(L) defined in Definition 1.
2.3 Negative-definite and invariant set in state-control
space
From Proposition 1, an invariant subset of a compact set in the
state-control space can be found using the mapping I. However, the
negative-definite set WN(L) defined in Definition 1 is unbounded
and open, namely WN(L) is not compact. In order to guarantee the
boundedness of WN(L), we introduce the following assumption.
Assumption 1. The state and control input satisfy a set of mixed
constrains
(x;u) ∈Wcons ⊂ R
n+m,
where Wcons is a compact set.
It is without loss of generality to introduce Assumption 1, because
these constrains typically arise due to physical limitations or safety
considerations in practice. Under Assumption 1, it follows that
WN(L) ⊂Wcons, therefore WN(L) is bounded. The openness of
WN(L) is due to that its boundary {(x;u)|L(f(x, u))− L(x) = 0}
is not its subset, therefore we modify (4) as
WN(L) =
{
(x;u) ∈ Rn+m
∣∣∣L(f(x, u))− L(x) ≤ −α}. (9)
where α ∈ R+ is a very small positive constant. Then, it is obvious
that, under Assumption 1, WN(L) defined in (9) is bounded and
closed. Hence, WN(L) defined in (9) is compact. With the compact
set WN(L), we give the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Under Assumption 1, the subset WN&I(L) of the
state-control space defined as
WN&I(L) = I
∞(WN(L)) (10)
is a negative-definite and invariant set for plant (1) and positive-
definite function L : Rn → R, where the negative-definite set
WN(L) is defined in (9).
Proof: Under Assumption 1, the negative-definite set WN(L)
defined in (9) is compact. Following Proposition 1, we have that
the set limit I∞(WN(L)) = limi→∞ I
i(WN(L)) exists and is
invariant for plant (1).
From the definition of the mapping I, we know that
I∞(WN(L)) ⊆ · · · ⊆ I
2(WN(L)) ⊆ I(WN(L)) ⊆WN(L).
The above relations mean that WN&I(L) is a subset of WN(L).
Hence, WN&I(L) is negative-definite for plant (1) and positive-
definite function L. 
2.4 Sufficient condition for stabilization and estimation of
closed-loop DOA
Because WN&I(L) is negative-definite, from (9), ∀(x(k);u(k)) ∈
WN&I(L), the difference of L(x(k)) is negative-definite at k.
Because WN&I(L) is invariant, from Definition 2, ∀(x(k);u(k)) ∈
WN&I(L), the future state x(k + 1) is in proj(WN&I(L)) at k + 1.
This means that, for x(k + 1), there exists u(k + 1) such that the
difference of L(x(k + 1)) is also negative-definite at k + 1. Hence,
we can conclude that the closed-loop system is asymptotically sta-
ble for all initial states in proj(WN&I(L)) ⊂ R
n if the controller µ
satisfies ∀x ∈ proj(WN&I(L)), (x;µ(x)) ∈ WN&I(L). This idea
is summarized in Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. If set WN&I(L) ⊆ R
n+m is negative-definite and
invariant for plant (1) and Lyapunov function L : Rn → R+, then,
for any controller µ : Rn → Rm satisfying
0 = µ(0), (x;µ(x)) ∈ WN&I(L),∀x ∈ proj(WN&I(L)), (11)
the closed-loop system x(k + 1) = f
(
x(k), µ(x(k))
)
is asymptoti-
cally stable for any initial state in proj(WN&I(L)).
Proof: Because WN&I(L) is negative-definite for plant (1) and
Lyapunov function L, from (9) and (11), it follows that
∀x ∈ proj(WN&I(L)), L
(
f (x,µ(x))
)
− L(x) < 0. (12)
Because WN&I(L) is invariant for plant (1), from definition 2 and
(11), it follows that
∀x ∈ proj(WN&I(L)), f (x, µ(x)) ∈ proj(WN&I(L)). (13)
For plant (1), let φ(x0, k) denote the solution of x(k + 1) =
f
(
x(k), µ(x(k))
)
at time k with the initial state x0. From (12) and
(13), it is obvious that
∀x0 ∈ proj(WN&I(L)),∀k, L(φ(x0, k + 1)) < L(φ(x0, k)).
The above relation shows that, ∀x0 ∈ proj(WN&I(L)),L(φ(x0, k))
is monotonically decreasing with time. And because L is positive-
definite, L(φ(x0, k)) is bounded from below by zero. Hence,
∀x0 ∈ proj(WN&I(L)), lim
k→∞
L(φ(x0, k)) = 0.
From the above equation, we can derive that
∀x0 ∈ proj(WN&I(L)), lim
k→∞
φ(x0, k) = 0.
This can be proven by reductio ad absurdum (details see the proof of
Theorem 13.2 in [8]). 
From Proposition 3, we know that, if the negative-definite and
invariant set WN&I(L) ⊂ R
n+m can be obtained, any controller µ
satisfying (x;µ(x)) ∈ WN&I(L) can asymptotically stabilize plant
(1) and proj(WN&I(L)) ⊂ R
n can be an estimate of the closed-
loop DOA. However, due to nonlinearities of f and L, it is hard to
obtain analytic solution ofWN&I(L). In the next section, we use the
interval analysis approach to approximate the negative-definite and
invariant set WN&I(L).
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3 Stabilization with closed-loop DOA
enlargement: Interval analysis approach
Based on the preceding section, now we use interval analysis
approach to solve the stabilization problem with the closed-loop
DOA enlargement. Firstly, interval analysis approach, especially the
SIVIA algorithm, is briefly introduced. Then, an algorithm, estimat-
ing the negative-definite and invariant set WN&I(L) for the given
positive-definite function L based on the SIVIA algorithm, is pro-
posed. Thirdly, with the estimate of WN&I(L), the closed-loop
DOA is estimated and the controller is designed. Finally, the esti-
mate of the closed-loop DOA is enlarged by selecting an appropriate
Lyapunov function from a positive-definite function set.
3.1 Interval analysis
Interval analysis is a kind of guaranteed numerical method for
approximating sets. Guaranteed means here that approximations of
sets of interest are obtained, which can be made as precise as desired
[11]. Algorithm SIVIA is one of basic tools in interval analysis,
which uses a covering with non-overlapping boxes to approximate
set inversion Z ⊂ Rn1 defined by function p : Rn1 → Rn2 and set
Y ⊂ Rn2 as
Z =
{
z ∈ Rn1
∣∣∣p(z) ∈ Y}. (14)
The fundamental of SIVIA is the concept of interval vectors and
inclusion functions. We briefly introduce these concepts (more
details see [11]). An interval vector [z] is a subset of Rn1 , which
is defined as [z] = [z(1)]× [z(2)]× · · · × [z(n1)], where the j-th
interval [z(j)] = [z(j), z¯(j)], j = 1, 2, · · · , n1, is a connected sub-
set of R, z(j) and z¯(j) are the lower and the upper bound of
the interval [z(j)]. [z] ∈ IR
n1 is also called a box, where IRn1
denotes the set of all n1-dimensional boxes. Considering function p :
R
n1 → Rn2 , the interval function [p] : IRn1 → IRn2 is an inclu-
sion function for p if ∀[z] ∈ IRn1 , p([z]) ⊂ [p]([z]). An inclusion
function [p] is convergent if ∀[z] ∈ IRn1 , limd([z])→0 d([p]([z])) =
0, where d([z]) = max1≤j≤n1(z¯(j) − z(j)) denotes the width of
box [z]. The convergent inclusion function can guarantee the conver-
gence of SIVIA algorithm. For a function, its convergent inclusion
function is not unique, e.g., natural form, centered form and Taylor
form.
SIVIA can find an inner approximation Zˆin ⊂ Zinit ⊂ R
n1 of Z,
where Zinit is a given initial search set. SIVIA performs a recursive
exploration (the while loop in Algorithm 1), in which four cases may
be encountered for a given box [z] ⊂ Rn1 .
• Inner test: if [p]([z]) is entirely in Y, then [z] is entirely in Z, and
is stored in set Zˆin collecting boxes inside Z, as shown in Line 7-8
in Algorithm 1.
• Outer test: if [p]([z]) has an empty intersection with Y, then [z]
does not belong to Z, and is stored in set Zˆout collecting boxes
outside Z, as shown in Line 9-10 in Algorithm 1.
• If [p]([z]) has a non-empty intersection with Y, but is not entirely
in Y, then [z] contains the boundary of Z; [z] is said to be unde-
termined. If the width of [z] is lower than a prespecified parameter
ǫ > 0, then it is deemed small enough to be stored in set Zˆbou col-
lecting boxes containing the boundary of Z, as shown in Line 11-12
in Algorithm 1.
• If [z] is undetermined and its width is greater than ǫ, then [z]
should be bisected and the two newly generated boxes are stored
in set Zˆdo collecting boxes needing further exploration, as shown in
Line 13-15 in Algorithm 1. The exploration should be recursively
implemented until set Zˆdo is empty.
Two tips should be noted when SIVIA is implemented. 1) In order
to guarantee that the inner and outer tests can be implemented, set
Y and Zinit should be approximately represented by set Yˆ and Zˆinit
of boxes, respectively. This is without loss of generality, because
any compact set can be arbitrarily approximated by unions of boxes.
2) It is important to organize the storage of the set of boxes (such as
Yˆ, Zˆinit, Zˆin, etc.). The first idea would be to store the set of boxes as
a list. Another more efficient organization of the set of boxes should
be a binary tree, which also called paving or subpaving (more details
see [11, 12]).
According to Theorem 3.1 in [11], under continuity condition, the
inner approximate Zˆin converges to set Z when ǫ tends to zero. This
means that SIVIA can approximate set Z with an arbitrary precision.
Algorithm 1 Set inversion via interval analysis
1: procedure SIVIA(p, Yˆ, Zˆinit, ǫ)
2: Zˆin := ∅, Zˆout := ∅, Zˆbou := ∅
3: Zˆdo := Zˆinit
4: while Zˆdo 6= ∅ do
5: Get a box [z] from Zˆdo
6: Remove [z] from Zˆdo
7: if [p]([z]) ⊂ Yˆ then
8: Add [z] to set Zˆin
9: else if [p]([z]) ∩ Yˆ = ∅ then
10: Add [z] to set Zˆout
11: else if d([z]) < ǫ then
12: Add [z] to set Zˆbou
13: else
14: Bisect box [z]
15: Add the two new boxes to set Zˆdo
16: end if
17: end while
18: return Zˆin
19: end procedure
3.2 Approximate negative-definite and invariant set by
SIVIA
In this subsection, an algorithm, estimating the negative-definite and
invariant set WN&I(L) for the given positive-definite function L
based on the SIVIA algorithm, is proposed. For a given Lyapunov
function L, the negative-definite set WN (L) ⊂ R
n defined in (9)
for plant (1) can be approximated using SIVIA algorithm. The dif-
ference ∆L : Rn+m → R of Lyapunov function L can be defined
as ∆L(w) = L(f(w)) − L(x), where w = (x;u) ∈ Rn+m. With
∆L, (9) can be rewritten as
WN (L) =
{
w ∈ Rn+m
∣∣∣∆L(w) ∈ [−∞,−α]}. (15)
Comparing (14) and (15), an inner approximation WˆN (L) of
negative-definite set WN (L) in the constrains set Wcons could be
obtained using
WˆN (L) := SIVIA(∆L, {[−∞,−α]}, Wˆcons, ǫ),
as shown in Line 2-3 of Algorithm 2. Here, the constrains setWcons
is defined in Assumption 1 and Wˆcons is an approximation ofWcons
by a set of boxes.
According to Proposition 2, WN&I(L) = I
∞(WN(L)) is an
invariant subset of WN(L). It is needed to approximate the oper-
ation of mapping I using SIVIA algorithm. Comparing (14) and (6),
for a given set Wˆ1 of boxes, an inner approximation Wˆ2 of I(Wˆ1)
could be obtained using
Wˆ2 := SIVIA(f,proj(Wˆ1), Wˆ1, ǫ).
With the initial set WˆN(L), recursively using SIVIA algorithm to
approximate mapping I, an inner approximation WˆN&I(L) of the
negative-definite and invariant set WN&I(L) defined in (10) can be
obtained, as shown in Line 4-10 of Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Inner Approximation of WN&I(L)
1: procedure ESTNISET(f,L, Wˆcons, ǫ)
2: ∆L(w) := L(f(w))− L(x)
3: WˆN (L) := SIVIA(∆L, {[−∞,−α]}, Wˆcons, ǫ)
4: Wˆ1 := WˆN (L)
5: Wˆ2 := ∅
6: while Wˆ1 6= Wˆ2 do
7: Wˆ2 := Wˆ1
8: Wˆ1 := SIVIA(f, proj(Wˆ2), Wˆ2, ǫ)
9: end while
10: WˆN&I(L) := Wˆ1
11: return WˆN&I(L)
12: end procedure
3.3 Estimate closed-loop DOA and design controller
With the estimate WˆN&I(L) of the negative-definite and invari-
ant set WN&I(L), a method of estimating the closed-loop DOA
and designing the controller is proposed in this subsection. Since
L(f(0, 0))− L(0) = 0, the origin 0 ∈ Rn+m is in the boundary of
WN&I(L). Hence, there is no box belonging to the inner approx-
imation WˆN&I(L) nearby the origin 0 ∈ R
n+m and there is a
small neighborhood X0 of the origin 0 ∈ R
n that is not contained
by proj(WˆN&I(L)). The size of the neighborhood X0 depends on
parameter ǫ in Algorithm 2. Since we suppose that the linearization
of plant (1) is controllable at the origin, there must exist a linear
controller which is able to stabilize all state in X0 when the size
of X0 is small enough. As a result, the estimate of the closed-loop
DOA should be proj(WˆN&I(L)) ∪ X0 and the corresponding state
feedback controller is
µ(x) =
{
Kx, if x ∈ X0
µ˜(x), if x ∈ proj(WˆN&I(L))
, (16)
where K ∈ Rm×n is obtained by the linear controller design
method according to the linearization of plant (1) and µ˜ : Rn → Rm
satisfies ∀x ∈ proj(WˆN&I(L)), (x; µ˜(x)) ∈ WˆN&I(L). A simple
way to find such a µ˜ is that, first, select a training set belonging to
WˆN&I(L); then, obtain µ˜ with a function estimation method, such
as interpolation, Gaussian processes regression and so on. When
the trend of the training data points is smooth enough, it can be
guaranteed that µ˜ obtained from the function estimator satisfies
∀x ∈ proj(WˆN&I(L)), (x; µ˜(x)) ∈ WˆN&I(L).
3.4 Enlargement of closed-loop DOA by selecting
Lyapunov function
It is observed that, for different Lyapunov functions, the negative-
definite and invariant sets WN&I(L) are totally different. Hence, if
a positive-definite function set rather than a Lyapunov function is
given, a significantly large estimate of the closed-loop DOA may
be obtained by selecting an appropriate Lyapunov function from
the positive-definite function set. Based on this idea, the following
optimization problem is formulated.
max
L∈Ln,2d
m(proj(WˆN&I(L))), (17)
where m(proj(WˆN&I(L))) denotes the Lebesgue measure of
proj(WˆN&I(L)) (in Euclidean space, it is the volume) and Ln,2d
is a subset of all sum-of-square polynomials [14] in n variables with
degree ≤ 2d, which is defined as
Ln,2d =
{
L ∈ Rn,2d
∣∣∣L(x) = sTd (x)PTPsd(x), x ∈ Rn
}
,
where Rn,2d denotes the set of all polynomials in n variables with
degree ≤ 2d, P ∈ Rr×r has full rank,
sd(x) = (x(1); · · · ;x(n);x(1)x(2); · · · ;x
d
(n)) ∈ R
r,
and r = ( n+d
d
)− 1.
Although the estimate of the closed-loop DOA is proj(WˆN&I(L))
∪X0 from Section 3.3, the objective of optimization problem (17)
is focused on enlarging the volume of proj(WˆN&I(L)) due to
that X0 is much small. Two points should be noted about opti-
mization problem (17). First, for the given positive-definite func-
tion L, the volume of proj(WˆN&I(L)) is easy to calculated,
since proj(WˆN&I(L)) consists of boxes. Second, the positive-
definite function L is selected from a parameterized polynomial
function set with the parameters P ∈ Rr×r. We defined function
m : Rr×r → R as m(P ) = m(proj(WˆN&I(L))), where L(x) =
sTd (x)P
TPsd(x) and WˆN&I(L) can be obtained by Algorithm 2.
With the function m(P ), the optimization problem (17) can be
equivalently rewritten as
max
P∈Rr×r
m(P ). (18)
The analytical expression of m(P ) is hard to be derived, but it is
easy to evaluate m(P ) for a given P . Hence, classic optimization
methods, e.g., gradient descent method, cannot be used to solve
the optimization problem (18). However, meta-heuristic optimiza-
tion methods can be used to solve the optimization problem (18),
whose advantage is that the function to be optimized is only required
to be evaluable. Popular meta-heuristic optimizers for real-valued
search-spaces include particle swarm optimization, differential evo-
lution and evolution strategies. There are lots of literatures about
meta-heuristic optimizers, so we omit the introduction about them
in this paper.
4 Simulation
Consider the plant
x(k + 1) = − sin(2x(k))− x(k)u(k)− 0.2x(k)− u2(k) + u(k),
where x(k) ∈ R and u(k) ∈ R. The constrains set in Assumption 1
isWcons = [−2, 2]× [−2, 2] ⊂ R
2.
4.1 Stabilization with closed-loop DOA estimation for given
Lyapunov function
The given Lyapunov function is selected as L(x) = x2 and the
constant α in (15) is selected as α = 10−15. In Algorithm 2,
the parameter ǫ is selected as ǫ = 0.01. The inner approximation
WˆN(L) of the negative-definite set WN(L) is shown in Fig. 1
(a) denoted by blue boxes. proj(WˆN(L)) = [−2,−0.02344] ∪
[0.02344, 0.1406] ∪ [1.07, 2] is also shown in Fig. 1 (a) denoted by
blue line segments in x-axis. The inner approximation WˆN&I(L) of
the negative-definite and invariant set WN&I(L) is shown in Fig. 1
(b) denoted by blue boxes. proj(WˆN&I(L)) = [−2,−0.02344] ∪
[0.02344, 0.1406] ∪ [1.07, 2] is also shown in Fig. 1 (b) denoted
by blue line segments in x-axis. The small neighborhood X0 in
(16) of the origin is [−0.02344, 0.02344] as shown in Fig. 1 (b)
denoted by the green line segment in x-axis. Hence, the estimate
of the closed-loop DOA is proj(WˆN&I(L)) ∪ X0 = [−2, 0.1406] ∪
[1.07, 2]. When the invariant of the estimate of the closed-loop DOA
is guaranteed by the level-set of L(x) = x2, e.g., the method in [13],
the result is [−0.1406, 0.1406].
The linear controller in (16) is u = 1.8649x denoted by the green
straight line through the origin in Fig. 1 (b). In order to find the non-
linear controller µ˜ in (16), we select a training data set denoted by
black ’x’s in Fig. 1 (b). Then, µ˜ is obtained using Gaussian processes
regression, denoted by red line in Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 1 (c) shows 200
state trajectories of the closed-loop, whose initial states are drawn
from the uniform distribution on [−2, 0.1406] ∪ [1.07, 2]. We see
that all state trajectories converge to the origin.
To verify whether all controllers belonging to WˆN&I(L) can sta-
bilize the plant, Fig. 1 (d) also shows 200 state trajectories of the
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Fig. 1: (a) Inner approximation WˆN(L) of the negative-definite
set WN(L). (b) Inner approximation WˆN&I(L) of the negative-
definite and invariant set WN&I(L), estimate of the closed-loop
DOA proj(WˆN&I(L)) ∪ X0 and controller u = µ(x). (c) Trajecto-
ries of the closed-loop with the controller u = µ(x). (d) Trajectories
of the closed-loop with control inputs drawn from the uniform
distribution on U(x).
closed-loop, whose initial states are drawn from the uniform distri-
bution on [−2, 0.1406] ∪ [1.07, 2]. Here, the linear controller is still
u = 1.8649x, while the output of the nonlinear controller is drawn
from the uniform distribution on U(x) ⊂ R. For the given x ∈ R,
U(x) is defined as U(x) =
{
u ∈ R|(x;u) ∈ WˆN&I(L)
}
. We see
that all state trajectories converge to the origin.
State trajectories shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) also verify
that WˆN&I(L) ∪ {(x;u)|u = 1.8649x, x ∈ X0} is invariant for the
plant. We know that proj(WˆN&I(L) ∪ {(x;u)|u = 1.8649x, x ∈
X0}) = proj(WˆN&I(L)) ∪ X0 = [−2, 0.1406] ∪ [1.07, 2]. From the
figures, we see that there is no state in (0.1406, 1.07) ⊂ R.
4.2 Stabilization with closed-loop DOA enlargement
The positive-definite function set in optimization problem (17) is
selected as
L1,4 ==
{
L ∈ R1,4
∣∣∣L(x) = (x;x2)TPTP (x;x2), x ∈ R}
with the parameters P ∈ R2×2. The optimization problem (18) is
solved through the particle swarm optimization method and the
solution L∗(x) = 2.4468x2 + 3.4186x3 + 1.4524x4 is obtained.
The inner approximation WˆN(L
∗) of the negative-definite set
WN(L
∗) is shown in Fig. 2 (a) denoted by blue boxes. The inner
approximation WˆN&I(L
∗) of the negative-definite and invariant
set WN&I(L
∗) is shown in Fig. 2 (b) denoted by blue boxes.
proj(WˆN&I(L
∗)) = [−2,−0.02344] ∪ [0.01563, 2] is also shown
in Fig. 2 (b) denoted by blue line segments in x-axis. The small
neighborhood X0 in (16) of the origin is [−0.02344, 0.01563] as
shown in Fig. 2 (b) denoted by the green line segment in x-axis.
Hence, the estimate of the closed-loop DOA is proj(WˆN&I(L
∗)) ∪
X0 = [−2, 2]. When the invariant of the estimate of the closed-loop
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Fig. 2: (a) Inner approximation WˆN(L
∗) of the negative-definite
set WN(L
∗). (b) Inner approximation WˆN&I(L
∗) of the negative-
definite and invariant set WN&I(L
∗), estimate of the closed-loop
DOA proj(WˆN&I(L
∗)) ∪ X0 and controller u = µ(x). (c) Trajec-
tories of the closed-loop with the controller u = µ(x). (d) Trajecto-
ries of the closed-loop with control inputs drawn from the uniform
distribution on U(x).
DOA is guaranteed by the level-set of L∗(x), e.g., the method in
[13], the result is [−2, 0.9145].
The linear controller in (16) is u = 1.8649x denoted by the green
straight line through the origin in Fig. 2 (b). In order to find the
nonlinear controller µ˜ in (16), we select a training data set denoted
by black ’x’s in Fig. 2 (b). Then, µ˜ is obtained using Gaussian
processes regression, denoted by red line in Fig. 2 (b). Fig. 2 (c)
shows 200 state trajectories of the closed-loop, whose initial states
are drawn from the uniform distribution on [−2, 2]. We see that all
state trajectories converge to the origin.
To verify whether all controllers belonging to WˆN&I(L
∗) can sta-
bilize the plant, Fig. 2 (d) also shows 200 state trajectories of the
closed-loop, whose initial states are drawn from the uniform distri-
bution on [−2, 2]. Here, the linear controller is still u = 1.8649x,
while the output of the nonlinear controller is drawn from the
uniform distribution on U(x) ⊂ R. For the given x ∈ R, U(x) is
defined as U(x) =
{
u ∈ R|(x;u) ∈ WˆN&I(L
∗)
}
. We see that all
state trajectories converge to the origin.
5 Conclusion
For general nonlinear plants, due to the difficulty to achieve the
global stabilization, the DOA of the closed-loop requires extensive
investigation. In this paper, considering discrete-time general non-
linear plants, the stabilization with closed-loop DOA enlargement is
solved. First, a sufficient condition for asymptotic stabilization and
estimation of the closed-loop DOA is given, which shows that, for
a given Lyapunov function, the negative-definite and invariant set in
the state-control space is a stabilizing controller set and its projection
along the control space to the state space can be an estimate of the
closed-loop DOA. Then, an algorithm is proposed to approximate
the negative-definite and invariant set for the given Lyapunov func-
tion, in which SIVIA algorithm is used to find inner approximations
IET Research Journals, pp. 1–7
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of interesting sets as precise as desired. Finally, a solvable optimiza-
tion problem is formulated to enlarge the estimate of the closed-loop
DOA by selecting an appropriate Lyapunov function from a positive-
definite function set. Some examples are also includes to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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